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Imagine that you observe the change in behaviour or properties of an organism. This could
be the acquisition of antibiotic resistance, a change in growth rate, or the sudden ability to
move. How can you find out which change of the genome is responsible for this new be-
haviour? Nowadays, whole genome sequencing has become an important tool to address
this type of questions.

Genome dynamics: mutation, insertion, deletion, and horizontal gene transfer

The genome of an organism comprises its hereditary information. This information is
storedon the chromosome(s), DNAmoleculeswith specific sequences. TheDNAsequence
is a linear succession of nucleotides each of which contains one out of the four bases ade-
nine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). For simplicity, we focus on bacteria
which reproduce asexually and this means that the mother cell passes a copy of its chro-
mosome tobothdaughter cells during reproduction. However, by variousmechanisms, the
DNA sequence of an organism changes with time (Fig. 1). During DNA replication or upon
DNA damage, one base can be inserted, deleted or substituted by another base (Fig. 1A).
These processes are called pointmutations. Sometimes, a sequence is duplicated (Fig. 1A).
Next to point mutations and duplications, horizontal gene transfer (HGT) heavily affects
bacterial genome dynamics. DuringHGT, DNA from a different strain or species enters the
cell and recombines with the chromosome. Transformation is one of the most common
mechanisms of HGT (Fig. 2, [1], [2]). During transformation, competent cells take up free
DNA from the environment (Fig. 2). Once taken up, recombination proteins (including

Figure 1: Genomedynamics. The chromosome is depicted in grey. A) In the absence of hor-
izontal gene transfer, point mutations, deletions, and duplications usually dom-
inate. Point mutation: one base (here guanine, G) is replaced by a different base
(here adenine, A). Duplication: a segment of DNA is duplicated. B) Genome dy-
namics in the presence of horizontal gene transfer (Fig. 1). An external segment
of DNA recombines with the chromosome. Here, the segment has a similar se-
quence compared to the sequence on the chromosome. It can therefore replace
a segment of DNA appearing as multiple point mutations. The external DNA can
also be inserted into the chromosome causing an increase in length.
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Figure 2: Horizontal gene transfer. Transformation is the uptake and integration of free
DNA from the environment. During transformation, cells take up free DNA as
single-stranded DNA. Once taken up, the DNA binds to the protein RecA which
performs a homology search along the bacterial chromosome. When a similar
sequence is found, a fragment of chromosomal DNA is replaced by the external
DNA via homologous recombination.

RecA) bind the incoming single-stranded DNA and perform a homology search along the
bacterial chromosome. When a similar sequence is found, the imported DNA can replace
a segment of the chromosomal DNA via homologous recombination. This replacement
is permanent and heritable. We would detect such a replacement event as multiple point
mutations in very close proximity on the genome (Fig. 1B, [3]). External DNA can also be
inserted into the chromosome, extending the entire length of the chromosome. Horizon-
tal gene transfer can have important consequences on bacterial fitness, because genes and
their associated functions can be acquired de novo. Often, bacteria acquire antibiotic re-
sistance or virulence traits through horizontal gene transfer.

DNA sequencing

Mutations and horizontal gene transfer events are stochastic and occur at low rates. For
example, the point mutation rate of bacteria is ∼ 10−8 − 10−9 nucleotide−1 generation−1.
Mostmutations andgene transfer events decrease thefitness of bacteria, yet someenhance
the fitness. Importantly, when bacteria with different mutations compete for growth re-
sources, the ones with beneficial mutations are selected for. If we ask the question how
bacteria adapt to a specific environment, then we need to know which genes carry muta-
tions, which genes are deleted or newly acquired, etc. To find out how the DNA sequence
has changed, we use different sequencing techniques, including Sanger sequencing, next
generation sequencing, and nanopore sequencing:
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Figure 3: Various sequencing techniques. The chromosome is depicted in grey and se-
quence changes in red. A) Sanger sequencing yields the sequence of a specific
fragment of DNA with a length of ≊ 1000bp. B) Next generation sequencing pro-
vides the sequences of short (≈ 150bp) overlapping segments across the entire
genome. By mapping them to a similar known sequence, point mutations and
replacements can be detected. C) Nanopore sequencing yield the sequences of
segments with a length exceeding 1000 bp, sometimes up to 106 bp. Additional to
the mutations, structural variations can be detected.

.

In caseweknow inwhichgeneweexpect tofindamutation,weuseSanger sequencing (Fig.
3A). Thismethodprovides the sequence of a specific segment ofDNA that is no longer than
∼ 1000 bp. If we don’t knowwhere on the genomemutations have occurred, thenwehave to
sequence the whole genome. This is often done by means of next generation sequencing.
This technique provides the sequences of overlappingDNA segments (reads) with a length
of ∼ 150 bp (Fig. 3B). The coverage of overlapping segments is typically in the range of sev-
eral 100. The exact methods of Sanger and next generation sequencing are not subject to
this course, but for further reading, please refer to [4] and [5]. Next generation sequencing
works really well if the sequence of a very similar genome is already known. For example,
the sequences ofmany strains of Bacillus subtilis are available on data bases [6]. If wewere
to perform a laboratory evolution experiment, then we would expect only few changes on
the genome during adaptation to a novel environment, and the next generation sequenc-
ing reads can bemapped onto the reference genome. However, if we wanted to assemble a
genome de novo, longer reads are required (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, if there are duplications
or de novo insertions, then it is often impossible to localize them using the short reads.
Nanopore sequencing is a novel technique that provides long reads. Sometimes an entire
bacterial genome (several 106 bp) is obtained in one read.

Detection of single DNA molecules during their passage through nanopores

Membranes are the natural enclosure of each of our cells. They consist of lipid molecules
that self-assemble into lipid bilayers (aka lipid membranes). In vitro, we can let lipids self-
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Figure 4: Setup for detecting single DNA molecules. A) An electrical voltage is applied
across a membrane (grey) formed by lipid molecules (black) and the current is
detected. B) Pore-forming proteins are inserted into the membrane. They de-
crease the electrical resistance. C) As single DNA molecules pass the pores, the
increase in resistance is detected as a reduction of current.

.

assemble intomembranes by inserting lipidmolecules intowater (Fig. 4A).Whenwe apply
an electrical voltage across themembrane, we find that the permeability to ions is very low
resulting is very high electrical resistance. Bacteria generate pores or channels within their
membrane to control the flux of ions and othermolecules. Some of these pores (formed by
proteins) can be reconstructed into lipid membranes (Fig. 4B). The electrical resistance is
then governed by the pores. In the late 1990ies, Kasianowicz et al had the idea to use this
synthetic system for detecting the length of single DNAmolecules [7]. They inserted a pore
called 𝛼-hemolysin into themembrane and showed that DNAmoves through the channels
in the presence of an electrical field. The crossing of DNA was detected as a transient in-
crease in electrical resistance (Fig. 4). They found that the lifetimes of resistance increase
was proportional to the lengths of the DNAmolecules.

The experimental setup nanopore sequencing

Kasianowicz et al. foresaw that after several improvements their device could be used for
sequencing. Each of the bases of a DNAmolecule has a different chemical structure, and it
was conceivable that the change of electrical resistance was different for each base. How-
ever, almost two decades of intensive research and development were necessary to bring
this idea to themarket. The first breakthrough ideawas to use an enzyme calledDNApoly-
merase instead of the electric field to drive DNA translocation through the pore [8]. This
way that rateof translocationwas slower andbetter controlled. Moreover, thepore-forming
protein complex MspA replaced 𝛼-hemolysin providing a shorter contriction (Fig. 5A, [9])
to ensure that a lower number of bases contributes to the resistance increase.

The second major problem was that the resistance is affected not only by a single base re-
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siding within the constriction, but also by the adjacent bases. This problem is illustrated
in figure 5B. Manroa et al. measured the current through an MspA pore for a DNA tem-
plate that contains only "CTA" nucleotide triplets with the exception of one "CGA" in the
middle. When extracting themean current levels (lower graph), a repeating pattern can be
identified. The G substitution does not only affect one but four levels (changes highlighted
in orange) and all to varying degrees. With this complication and the noise of the current
data (upper graph) inmind, you get a feeling for how error-prone the conversion from sig-
nal to bases ("base-calling") is. To solve this problem, machine learning algorithms are
applied with great success.

Figure 5: A) In a mutated form of the protein pore Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A
(MspA) with a narrow and short contriction (1.2 nm wide, 0.6 nm long) a smaller
number of nucleotides affects the current through the pore. Adapted from [9]. B)
The upper graph shows the current measured for a DNA template that contains
only "CTA" nucleotide triplets but one "CGA" in the middle (sequence shown in
the lower graph, [8]). Extracting the mean current levels (lower graph) reveals a
repeating pattern. The G substitution affects four levels, all to varying degrees
(highlighted in orange).
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Base-calling via machine learning

Base-calling is a big challenge in nanopore sequencing as shown in the previous chapter.
Machine learningmethods have proven highly useful for translating the current signal into
a DNA sequence. This chapter aims at providing a rough idea of how deep learning meth-
ods are applied to sequencing. We note that the accuracy of base callers improves conti-
nously (Fig. 7), and state-of-the-art algorithms are too complex to be discussed here. In-
stead, we illustrate the method at the example of a base caller that is based on recurrent
neural networks [10]. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have been already used success-
fully for speech recognition [11], sleep phasemodelling [12] and other sequence processing
tasks.
From the input vector ®𝑥𝑖 which in this case consists of the mean, standard deviation, and
length of each event 𝑖 (Fig. 5B), the RNN calculates the output vector ®𝑦𝑖 that provides the
probability distribution of called bases. The input is fed forward to multiple hidden layers
while applying a learning rule. Each hidden state ®ℎ𝑖 depends on the previous hidden state
®ℎ𝑖−1 and the input: ®ℎ𝑖 = 𝑓 ( ®ℎ𝑖−1, ®𝑥𝑖 ). The functions 𝑓 and 𝑔 will be discussed later. This flow
of information in forward direction is called feedforward propagation [13]. Increasing the
number of layers can improve the precision. For three layers (as used bei Boz̆a et al.) the
calculations are as follows:
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For example, the second hidden layer ®ℎ (2)
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𝑖−1 and the current first hidden layer ®ℎ
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which depends on the previous first hidden layer
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𝑖−1 and the input ®𝑥𝑖 ... The connection between the hidden layers of different events ac-
counts for the fact that the current signals are affected not only by the base that resides
within the constriction, but also on previous bases. Note that 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3 are different func-
tions with different sets of parameters. If the output ®𝑦𝑖 depends not only on the previous
data points but also on the following points bi-directional RNNs are used (Fig. 6). In the
bi-directional RNN the hidden layers dependon the hidden layers in both directionswhich
looks as follows when using two hidden layers:
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where ∥ is the concatenation of vectors. The three-hidden-layers case is shown in figure 6
visualizing the underlying connections. 𝑓 and 𝑔 are called activation functions. They help
the neural network to use important information while suppressing less relevant ones. Ac-
tivation functions need to be non-linear. Otherwise all layers of the neural network will
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Figure 6: Schematics of a bidirectional recurrent neural network with three hidden layers,
adapted from [10]

Figure 7: Comparing the accuracy of Oxford Nanopore base callers, adapted from [14]
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collapse into one linear regression (Proof thatmathematically!). Common activation func-
tions includebinary step function, sigmoid function, hyperbolic tangent orReLU(Rectified
Linear Unit) functions. For example, you could choose:

𝑓 ( ®ℎ𝑖−1, ®𝑥𝑖 ) = tanh(𝑊 · ®𝑥𝑖 +𝑈 · ®ℎ𝑖−1 + ®𝑏) (1)

The weight matrices𝑊 and 𝑈 and the bias vector ®𝑏 are parameters of the model. They
need to be trained before the algorithm can be used. For that, a set of input vectors with
knownoutput has to be provided. It is very common to split the experimental data into two
sets - a training and a test data set. Then the first set is used to optimize the parameters of
yourmodel and using the second set you can check the accuracy after training. Repeatedly
adjusting the weights to minimize the difference between output and expected output is
called backpropagation. Boz̆a’s base caller that was published in 2017 had an accuracy at
around 77 - 89 % depending on the dataset and the training. Since then the accuracy of
base callers that rely on machine learning methods increased considerably (Fig. 7).

For some really nice visualizations check out:
https://www.nanoporetech.com/how-it-works/basecalling

Experiment

The goal of this lab course is to find out which part of its genome the bacterium Bacillus
subtilis has to replace in order to change its colonymorphology. In thewet lab experiment,
you will enable horizontal gene transfer (HGT) between B. subtilis and a different species,
Bacillus vallismortis. In the data analysis part, you will analyse nanopore sequencing data
to find out which genes have been affected byHGT and correlate them to colonymorphol-
ogy (Fig. 8 ).

Figure 8: Some changes in phenotype of the cell result in a change of the colony morphol-
ogy that can be recognized by eye. Cells that produce an extracellularmatrix show
awrinkly 3D structured surface (biofilm formers). A blurred contour hints to cells
with high motility (swarming phenotype).
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The steps of the wet lab experiment are as follows. (i) Extract genomic DNA (gDNA) from
the soil-dwelling bacteriumB. vallismortis, (ii) let the closely related speciesB. subtilis take
up the gDNAand integrate it into its genome via natural transformation, (iii) spread the hy-
brid bacteria onto an agar plate and (iv) identify and analyze hybrid clones that changed
their colony phenotype.

In the morning, B. subtilis cells are diluted in fresh medium and incubated at 37 °C. Sub-
sequently, genomic DNA of B. vallismortis will be extracted using the Quiagen®DNeasy
Blood & Tissue Kit. The gDNA extracted with this kit primarily contains segments with
a length of 30 kbp. In the meantime, B. subtilis escapes lag phase and enters exponential
growthphase. (Pleasemake yourself familiarwith bacterial growth and the growthphases!)
When growing exponentially, compentence for transformation will be induced by adding
IPTG.

Step-by-step instructions:

• Centrifuge 1.5mlB. vallismortis cells fromovernight culture for 3min at 16700 xg and
discard supernatant or use cell pellet provided by supervisor.

• Resuspend cell pellet with enzymatic lysis buffer and incubate for about 30min at
37 °C.

• Dilute B. subtilis overnight culture 1:100 in LB medium, then fill 4 wells of a 24 well
plate (1ml each) with the cells and 2 wells with only medium (blank).

• Use a plate reader to track the optical density at 600nm to see when the cells escape
lag phase.

• Liquefy LB agar and pour 5 LB agar plates.

• Let them dry open for 20 − 30min, then close them.

————————————
—– Time for questions —–
————————————

• Finalize gDNA prep using the Quiagen®Blood & Tissue - kit.

• Measure the final concentration of theDNA you isolated using a photometer and cal-
culate howmuch of it you need for your experiment.

• Add 600𝜇M IPTG (3 wells) and the amount of DNA you calculated (2 wells) to your
cells. You now have: 2 blanks, 1 well where cells grow undisturbed, 1 well in which
competence is induced but no DNA is added ("control") and 2 wells with competent
cells and DNA. Let the cells take up DNA for 2h.

—————————
—– Lunchbreak—–
—————————

• Fill 15 wells of a fresh 24 well plate with 900𝜇l PBS each.

• Dilute the 2 transformed + 1 control well by transferring 100𝜇l from well to well on
the fresh plate.
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• Plate a 10−4 and a 10−5 dilution from one of the transformed and from the control
cells. From the second transformed well, only plate the 10−4 dilution. For plating,
pipette 50𝜇l on an agar plate, add approx. 8 sterile glass beads and move the plate
back and forth thoroughly. Then remove the beads and store the plate upside down
in the plate incubator at 37 °C.

Next morning:

• Come to the lab to look at your plates and take pictures of themor let your supervisor
sent you pictures. (Whatever you prefer.)

If you did the experiment on a Friday, do not incubate the cells at 37 °C but leave them
on the shelves at room temperature instead. The cells will grow more slowly and proper
pictures can be taken onMonday.

Analysis

Phenotypic Analysis

• Describe the different colony phenotypes you see on your plates. Give a rough esti-
mate of the fractions. Do you also see them on the control plates?

• For your protocol, visualize the OD data measured during the transformation assay
(excel sheet).

Genomic Analysis

Nanopore sequencing is performed in collaboration with the group of Dr. Paul Higgins at
the Institute forMedicalMicrobiology, Immunology, andHygiene of the university hospital
Cologne.

• Familiarize yourself with the nanopore sequencing data you got:
XX.fast5: raw data from Oxford Nanopore Technologies®MinION, they contain the
current signal through the nanopore for every read. You do not have toworkwith this
file unless you are interested in the raw data format
XX_read_xx_signal.txt: gives you an example for such a current signal for one read
extracted from the XX.fast5-file
XX_read_xx.txt: is the translation of the current signal fromXX_read_xx_signal.txt to
bases produced by the supplied OxfordNanopore®basecaller.
XX.fastq: contains all raw read signals from XX.fast5 translated to bases with infor-
mation about the per-base quality and nucleotide sequence.
XX.fasta: contains only the nucleotide sequences of the reads with no further infor-
mation (simpler version of XX.fastq), in general: .fasta is a data format for nucleotide
sequences
dictionary\Bs166NCe.fasta: sequence of our B. subtilis strain, length: 4.21 Mbp
dictionary\Bs166NCe.bed.txt: annotation of the Bs166NCe.fasta, giving you gene
position, name and function for all known genes
2blastn.fasta: contains four chosen reads you should align to the Bs166NCe.fasta us-
ing blastn
blast2mut-folder: contains a python (.ipynb) and a matlab (.m) version of the same
script that converts blastn results into a position/mutation list and a explanation file
(HowTo.pdf) that helps you to use blastn and the python or matlab script.
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• Use theXX_read_xx_signal.txt-file to plot the current signal of one read against time
(in arbitrary units). Why is machine learning useful to analyze nanopore data?

• Extract the read length fromyourXX.fasta- orXX.fastq-file (Shouldbe the same). Plot
the lengths distribution. What is the longest read? What is the average read length?
Does this compare to expected Nanopore read lengths? If not, why could that be the
case?

Now, open the blast2mut\HowTo.pdf and follow the instructions.

• You get four files with lists of mutations and their positions. Write a short program to
findmutations that arepresent in all four sequences (like thisweget rid of sequencing
errors).

• For those mutations (real mutations), plot the mutation density along the genome.
Can you identify regions with high mutation density?
Use the bed-file (Bs166NCe.bed.txt) to identify a gene/genes that are located in that
region.

• Visit theSubtiWiki of theStülkeLab inGöttingen (http://subtiwiki.uni-goettingen.de/)
and look for thegene/genes you found to learnmoreabout there functions/properties.

• Infer from the genomic changeswhich of the phenotypes you foundon theplateswas
sequenced.
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